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Mad about Molly
this summer a series of deaths of young people after taking the party 

drug Molly shocked america’s resurgent rave scene. By Max Daly

“i just took six hits of Molly,” 20-year-
old olivia rotondo reportedly told 
paramedics after becoming ill at electric 
Zoo, a three-day new York dance 
music festival at the end of august. 
rotondo was one of thousands of young 
americans squeezing the last drop of 
hedonism out of their summer breaks 
before returning to college or jobs.

a church-goer studying dance at the 
university of new Hampshire, rotondo 
then suffered a seizure and was rushed 
to hospital. she was pronounced dead 45 
minutes later. she was not the only one 
to suffer after taking Molly that day. 

Within the space of a few hours, 
Jeffrey russ, a 23-year old graduate died 
after allegedly taking the drug at the 
same festival. Four other electric Zoo 
attendees were hospitalised because of 
suspected links to the drug. new York 
city officials decided to shut down the 
event, and its future now looks bleak. 
that same day, 200 miles to the south, 
19-year-old student shelley goldsmith, 
who may have taken Molly, collapsed 
and died at a nightclub in Washington 
Dc. 

Molly is american slang for powder 
or crystal MDMa. it is viewed by drug 
users as a cleaner, more reliable way of 
getting the full MDMa buzz than the 
cheaper, more widespread, pill version of 
the drug. 

However, despite its reputation for 
purity, not all Molly is MDMa. Forensic 
tests carried out last year by police in 
Miami, the hub of america’s blossoming 
rave and Molly scene, found the vast 
majority of white powders being sold 
as Molly were instead methylone. and 
while rotondo’s toxicology test showed 
she had taken MDMa, russ’s ‘Molly’ was 
actually a mix of MDMa and methylone.

in the us, Molly has witnessed an 
explosion in use among young people 
and the metropolitan elite in cities such 
as new York, Boston, Miami and seattle. 
its rise is closely linked to the growth 
in popularity of america’s big money 
electronic dance music (eDM) scene. 
think uk rave culture on steroids – 
packed out football stadiums with state 

of the art visual shows and star DJs such 
as David guetta. 

Molly appears to have had the ring 
of celebrity endorsement. in March 2012 
Madonna famously went on stage at the 
ultra Music Festival in Miami, the largest 
event on the eDM calendar, and shouted 
to the audience: “How many people in 
this crowd have seen Molly?” she was 
later lambasted as a “funky granny” by 
dance music DJ Deadmau5 who accused 
her of cynical attempt at promoting her 
new album, coincidentally called MDna, 
by name-checking ecstasy. 

the Molly-fuelled european house 
music sound adopted by the american 
eDM scene has infiltrated the pop charts 
and has been used in hits by rihanna 
and katy perry. the furore over Miley 
cyrus’s twerking while singing her new 
single We Can’t Stop at the MtV Video 

Music awards disguised the fact that 
organisers had to bleep over her line “We 
like to party/Dancing with Molly”. Molly 
has popped up all over the Billboard 
100 charts. Jay Z mentioned it in empire 
state of Mind, while kanye West, lil 
Wayne and nicky Minaj have also 
included references to the drug in their 
lyrics. 

according to the new York times, 
Molly has experienced a renaissance 
in mainstream america because it has 
“re-branded” its reputation as a “cleaner” 
version of ecstasy. 

the most likely explanation for the 
recent number of Molly deaths in the us 
is not a bad batch of drugs, but the sheer 
numbers of people taking Molly during 
such a concentrated period of time. 
although rarely lethal on its own, the 
use of MDMa or methylone can cause 
acute overheating and dehydration, 
often because of the circumstances 
in which the drug is taken. august 
31 was one of the busiest days of the 
american summer holiday calendar, 
with thousands of young people going 
on one last celebration before returning 
to work or college. and so the chances of 
someone being the unlucky Molly user 
were greatly heightened.
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